
Week 8: Why is this language important? Language 
equality  

(There is more to a language than just words and grammar) 

 

1. Some ideas to help get things started (basic concepts) 
● Why did you choose to study this language? Job, passion, love? 
● What is the hardest aspect about learning this language? 
● Do you think there is such a thing as the hardest language to learn? 
● If you decide to have children, will you teach them this language too, even if it’s not your native 

language? 
● Are there many different dialects of this language? Can you understand them? 

dialect __________________________ 

slang ___________________________  

idiosyncratic ______________________  

style ____________________________  

regional language  
___________________ 

speaker__________________________
_ 

● Are there many other countries that use this language? 
● Go on the internet and try to find speakers of different dialects. Can either of you understand them?? 
● Think of 3 reasons why someone should learn this language and present them to your partner. Your 

partner will have to counter what you said. Create a discussion. 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________
__ 



2. Just in case the conversation needs more inspiration (higher level topics) 
● Does your country have a national or official language? Multiple ones? 
● What do you think is the difference between an official language, and a non-official language? What 

does your country’s government follow? 
● Do the languages of the world have equal status? 

equality 
__________________________  

dominant 
_________________________ 

second language  
____________________  

status 

____________________________ 

official 
___________________________ 

colloquial 
_________________________  

universal _________________________  

creole ___________________________ 

● How are words different from one another? (Think in terms of the “feelings” they evoke in people in 
different contexts.) 

● Do you think there can ever be a universal lingua franca  for all people? 

● Can language tests prove one’s ability to speak a language well? What are other ways to prove one’s 
language skills? 

● In Canada there are immersion schools for learning French. Does this concept exist in your country 
too? 

● Is it possible to have a universal language (like Esperanto) that everyone in the world will know and 
use when speaking to people from other language backgrounds? 

_________________________________________________________________________________
__ 


